INTRODUCTION: THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF STREAMING AND BISTABILITY
A source is a physical entity that gives rise to sound, for example, a violin being played. A stream is the percept of a group of successive and/or simultaneous sound elements as a coherent whole, appearing to emanate from a single source. For example, it is the percept of hearing a violin being played [1] . When listening to a rapid sequence of sounds, the sounds may be perceived as a single stream (called fusion or coherence), or they may be perceived as more than one stream (called fission or stream segregation) [1, 2] . Here, the term 'streaming' is used to denote the processes that determine whether one stream or multiple streams are heard. This paper reviews psychoacoustic studies of the properties of stream formation and the factors that influence streaming.
Streaming depends on the amount of difference between successive sounds and the rate of presentation of the sounds. In many studies, the sounds have been sinusoidal tones, and fission has been induced by differences in frequency between successive tones, but other differences (e.g. in temporal envelope) between sounds can also induce fission. For the moment, we consider the effect of frequency separation as an example. Large frequency separations and high presentation rates tend to lead to fission, while small separations and low rates tend to lead to fusion. These effects may indicate that very rapid and large changes in sounds are interpreted as evidence for a change in sound source and lead to the perception of fission, while slow and small changes are interpreted as changes within a single source and lead to the perception of a single stream.
For intermediate differences between successive sounds in a rapid sequence, either fission or fusion may be heard. This has often been examined using tone sequences of the form ABA-ABA-. . . , where A and B represent brief sinusoidal tone bursts and -represents a silent interval [2] . Figure 1 illustrates such a sequence. When the frequencies of A and B are very different, as at the start of the sequence, two streams are usually heard (fission), one (A tones) going twice as fast as the other (B tones). When the frequencies of A and B are similar, fusion usually occurs and a characteristic 'gallop' rhythm is heard. For intermediate frequency separations of A and B, in the 'ambiguity region', the percept may often 'flip' between one and two streams. This is called 'bistability'. The flips do not occur in a regular manner [3] . Listeners usually report that they do not hear both percepts at the same time, although Bendixen et al. [4] found that listeners did sometimes report hearing both an integrated stream consisting of high and low tones and a separate stream consisting of only high or only low tones. To some extent, perception in the ambiguity region can be influenced by the instructions to the listener. For example, the listener may be instructed to try to hear a single stream or to try to hear two streams, and subjective reports indicate that this can influence the relative proportion of time for which fusion and fission are heard [2] .
TASKS USED TO MEASURE STREAMING
Some experiments examining streaming have required only subjective responses from the listeners. For example, when listening to the ABA-ABA . . . sequence, listeners may be asked to indicate whether or not they hear the gallop rhythm. However, some researchers have used a more objective approach in which performance is examined in a task that is assumed to be affected by streaming. For some tasks, performance should be better if fission occurs. For example, a task requiring the recognition of two interleaved melodies [5, 6] is performed best if the tones making up the two melodies are heard as separate streams. Thus, the subject may try to hear segregation to improve performance. In contrast, some tasks may be performed more poorly if segregation occurs. For example, it is difficult to compare the timing of sound elements in different streams [7 -9] . Thus, a task requiring judgements of the timing or rhythm of sounds in a sequence may be more difficult if the sounds to be compared are heard as part of separate streams than if they are heard as a single stream [7, [10] [11] [12] . Fission that occurs even when the listener is trying to hear fusion is sometimes called 'primitive stream segregation' [1, 10, 11] or 'obligatory segregation' [12] . Tasks that are performed more poorly when segregation is heard are used to measure obligatory segregation.
PRIMITIVE VERSUS SCHEMA-BASED SEGREGATION
Bregman [1] distinguished between primitive and schema-based mechanisms in stream segregation. He thought of the former as a bottom-up, pre-attentive, sensory partitioning mechanism for which the auditory system uses basic cues that are present in the stimulus, for example whether the spectrum is similar from one sound to the next or changes markedly across sounds. He thought of the latter as a top-down, selection mechanism for which acquired knowledge about sound is used to process and organize the incoming sensory information.
Bey & McAdams [13] investigated the role of schema-based processes in streaming. They used a melody recognition task in which two unfamiliar sixtone sequences (the target melodies) were presented successively to listeners. One of these was interleaved with distractor tones (hereafter called the 'mixture'). Listeners had to indicate whether the two target melodies were the same or different. In one condition, the target alone was presented first; thus, listeners had precise knowledge about the target melody when the mixture was presented. In another condition ('post-recognition condition'), the mixture was presented first; thus, listeners did not know in advance the target melody that they had to try to hear out from the mixture. Bey & McAdams measured performance as a function of the mean frequency difference between the target and the distractor tones. As expected, performance improved with increasing frequency difference. Performance was much better when the target alone was played first than when it was played second, but only when there was a difference in mean frequency between the target and the distractor tones. This was interpreted as evidence for a schema-driven effect that can operate only when some primitive segregation has occurred. However, this interpretation was questioned by Devergie et al. [14] . They used an interleaved-melody task with highly familiar melodies and showed that performance was above chance when the frequencies of the target and distractor tones fell in the same range. It appears that a schema-driven effect can operate without primitive segregation when the melodies are highly familiar, but not when they are unfamiliar and are cued only by a preceding tone sequence.
THE BUILD-UP, RESETTING AND DECAY OF STREAM SEGREGATION (a)
The build-up of stream segregation When a long sound sequence is presented with an intermediate difference between the sounds in the sequence, the tendency for fission to occur increases with increasing exposure time to the tone sequence [15, 16] . One interpretation of this is that the auditory system starts with the assumption that there is a single sound source, and fission is perceived only when sufficient evidence has built up to contradict this assumption. For the tone sequences typically used in experiments on streaming (with alternation rates in the range 2-10 per second), the tendency to hear fission increases rapidly at first, but slows after about 10 s [16] . If the frequency separation between tones in the sequence is larger than a certain value, called the temporal coherence boundary (TCB [2] ), two streams are usually heard, at least after a few tones have been presented; this happens even when the subject is instructed to try to hear a single stream. If the frequency separation is less than a (smaller) critical value, called the fission boundary (FB [2] ), a single stream is usually heard, even when the subject is instructed to try to hear two streams. However, even for very small or very large frequency separations, the percept may flip if the sequence is presented for a long time [3, 17] . In other words, bistability occurs. Thus, like most 'thresholds', the TCB and FB are not 'hard' boundaries; they are defined in terms of the probability of hearing fusion or fission. The FB is affected only slightly by the repetition period of the tones, while the TCB increases markedly with increasing repetition period [2] . Bregman et al. [18] showed that the most important temporal factor influencing the TCB was the time interval between successive tones of the same frequency (e.g. between the A tones in the sequence ABA-ABA), rather than the interval between tones of different frequency or the duration of the tones.
(b) Factors influencing the build-up, resetting and decay of the tendency for segregation Several factors can influence the tendency to hear stream segregation at a given point during a sequence. Anstis & Saida [16] presented sequences of tones with alternating frequency (ABAB . . . ) to one ear, using sequence lengths sufficient to allow segregation to build up. They then switched the sequence suddenly to the other ear. The sequence was perceived as one stream following the switch. The tendency to perceive fission seemed to be 're-set' by the sudden change in the ear of presentation.
The factors governing this 're-setting' were explored by Rogers & Bregman [19] . In one of their experiments, they presented a sequence of tones composed of a relatively long induction sequence (intended to allow stream segregation to build up) and a shorter test sequence, with no pause between them. The test sequence was similar to the ABA-ABA sequence described above; it was presented monaurally to the right ear only. The characteristics of the induction sequence were varied. The subjects were instructed to try to hear a single stream ('listen for a gallop') and to rate the strength of segregation at the end of the test sequence. The ratings were highest when the induction sequence was identical to the test sequence and was presented monaurally to the same ear as the test sequence. When the induction sequence was presented diotically (the same sound to each ear), producing a shift in the perceived location and an increase in loudness of the induction sequence (while the test sequence remained monaural), the segregation rating was markedly reduced. Thus, although the right ear received the same input as in the 'identical' condition, the shift in perceived location or loudness produced by adding the induction tones to the contralateral ear led to reduced segregation.
Rogers & Bregman [20] also used a relatively long induction sequence and a shorter ABA-ABA test sequence. They measured the TCB at the end of the test sequence. The TCB was found to be smallest (the build-up of segregation was strongest) when the induction and test sequences were identical. When the induction and test sequences differed in perceived location (for example, because the sounds came from different loudspeakers), TCBs were markedly increased. When the induction sequence was perceived at one location and the test sequence at another, the build-up of segregation was increased if the transition from one location to the other was gradual rather than abrupt. The TCB was also increased (segregation was reduced) when the intensity of the test sequence was suddenly increased relative to that of the induction sequence; however, this did not occur when the intensity was suddenly reduced.
Roberts et al. [21] studied the build-up and resetting of streaming using an objective rhythm-discrimination task, for which performance was expected to be relatively poor when obligatory segregation occurred. A 2.0 s fixed-frequency inducer sequence was followed by a 0.6 s test sequence of alternating pure tones (3 low (L)-high (H) cycles). Listeners compared intervals for which the test sequence was either isochronous (had a regular rhythm) or the H tones were slightly delayed (making the rhythm anisochronous or irregular) and were asked to identify the interval in which the H tones were delayed. Resetting of segregation should make identifying the anisochronous interval easier. The H-L frequency separation was varied (0-12 semitones) and the properties of the inducer sequence were varied. The inducer properties manipulated were frequency (the same as for the L tones or two octaves lower), number of onsets (several short bursts versus one continuous tone), the tone/silence ratio (short versus extended bursts), level and lateralization (apparent position in space, manipulated by varying the interaural time difference (ITD)-the relative time of arrival at the two ears). All differences between the inducer and the L tones in the test sequence reduced temporal discrimination thresholds towards those for the no-inducer case, including properties shown previously not to affect subjective ratings of segregation greatly. In other words, differences between the inducer and the L tones led to improved performance, indicating reduced segregation of the tones in the test sequence. Roberts et al. concluded that a large variety of types of abrupt changes in a sequence can cause resetting and improve subsequent temporal discrimination.
One interpretation of these results is that sudden changes in a sequence indicate the activation of a new sound source and this causes the percept to revert to its initial 'default' condition, which is fusion. Consistent with this idea, Haywood & Roberts [22] showed that a single deviant tone (a change in frequency, duration or replacement with silence) at the end of an induction sequence can lead to substantial resetting of build-up. They proposed that a single change actively resets the build-up evoked by the induction sequence. However, it is clear that resetting is not an all-or-none phenomenon, as it tended to increase with increasing frequency change of the deviant tone.
Beauvois & Meddis [23] investigated how the builtup tendency towards segregation decays over time. Subjects listened to a 10 s induction sequence of repeated tones (AAAA . . . ) designed to build up a tendency towards hearing an A stream. The induction sequence was followed immediately by a silent interval (0 -8 s), and then a short ABAB . . . test sequence. Subjects were asked to indicate whether or not the test sequence was heard as separate A and B streams. As the silent interval between the induction and test sequence was increased, the tendency to hear segregation decreased.
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Somewhat different results were obtained by Cusack et al. [24] . They presented thirty-three 10 s sequences of sounds with an ABA -ABA pattern, separated by gaps with durations of 1, 2, 5 or 10 s, selected in random order. Subjects indicated whether they heard one stream or two at various times during each sequence. Data for the first sequence were discarded. At the start of each subsequent sequence, one stream was usually reported regardless of the duration of the gaps between sequences. Cusack et al. argued that the build-up of stream segregation was reset by even a short gap. However, during the last half of each sequence, the number of two-stream percepts reported was consistently higher when the preceding gap was 1 s than when it was 10 s. This suggests that there was a decaying influence of the preceding sequence.
Evidence for a persisting effect of previous stimuli was also provided by Snyder et al. [25] . Subjects listened to an ABA -ABA sequence lasting 10.8 s, with a difference in frequency, Df, between A and B, and were asked to indicate whether they heard two streams by the end of the sequence. Each sequence began 2 s after the subject made a response for the previous sequence. Larger values of Df in preceding sequences led to less segregation for the current sequence, for values of Df in the ambiguity region. The effect was smaller, but still present, when the interval between sequences was increased to 5.76 s. A series of supplementary experiments suggested that the effect was not solely due to response bias. The authors concluded that the context effect lasts for tens of seconds, although it starts decaying after just a few seconds.
In summary, in the absence of sudden changes in the properties of a sequence, the tendency to hear stream segregation builds up rapidly over about 10 s and then continues to build up more slowly up to at least 60 s. It is as if evidence in favour of there being more than one source is built up over time. Changes in a sound sequence may cause a re-setting of the build-up of stream segregation, perhaps because the changes are interpreted as activation of a new sound source. A gap in a sequence may lead to a partial resetting of the build-up of streaming, but it may take many seconds of silence for the effect to decay completely.
(c) The role of attention in the build-up of the tendency for segregation There is an ongoing debate about whether attention to a sequence of sounds is necessary for a build-up of the tendency to hear segregation. Carlyon et al. [26] investigated the role of attention in the build-up of segregation using tone sequences of the type ABA -ABA. The sequences were presented to the left ear of listeners for 21 s. In a baseline condition, no sounds were presented to the right ear. Listeners indicated when they heard a galloping rhythm (one stream) and when they heard two separate streams. In the main experimental condition ('two-task condition'), subjects were required to make judgements about changes in the amplitude of noise bursts presented to the right ear for the first 10 s of the sequence. After 10 s, listeners had to switch task, and judge the tone sequence in the left ear. In a control condition, the same stimuli were presented as in the two-task condition, but listeners were instructed to ignore the noise bursts in the right ear and just concentrate on the task and stimuli in the left ear.
For the baseline and the control conditions, results were similar and showed the usual build-up of segregation. However, in the two-task condition after switching attention from the right to the left ear, the probability of hearing two streams was significantly smaller than when listeners paid attention to the tone sequence in the left ear over the whole time of presentation. In a later study using a similar paradigm, Carlyon et al. [27] again presented a long tone sequence, but initially directed attention away from the sequence using a visual task or by asking subjects to count backwards in threes, a task that imposes a substantial cognitive load. After 10 s, subjects were asked to judge whether the tone sequence was heard as one or two streams. Carlyon et al. found that the stream segregation was lower than when there was no distracting task during the initial 10 s.
Carlyon et al. [26] interpreted their findings as evidence that the build-up of stream segregation depends on the listener paying attention to the tone sequence. However, as pointed out by Moore & Gockel [28] , the act of switching attention to the tone sequence may cause a re-setting of the build-up of stream segregation; the effect could be similar to what occurs when the characteristics of the sequence are changed suddenly, as described earlier. Indeed, using a task similar to that of Carlyon et al. [26] , Cusack et al. [24] reported a re-setting of the build-up of stream segregation if attention was briefly diverted away from the ABA -ABA sequence presented to the left ear. As discussed by Cusack et al. [24] , it is not clear whether the re-setting occurred when attention was diverted away from the ABA -ABA sequence or when it was directed back to it from the different task.
Recently, effects of switching attention between stimuli have been demonstrated using an objective task. Thompson et al. [29] required listeners to detect a short delay of a B tone, within one ABA triplet, in an otherwise regular 13.5 s ABA -ABA sequence. The ABA triplet with the delayed B tone could occur either early (at 2.5 s) or late (at 12.5 s) within the sequence. The delay was harder to detect when it was late than when it was early, owing to the build-up of stream segregation. Initially, the ABA-ABA sequence was presented to one ear, and noise bursts were presented to the other ear. The noise bursts stopped after 10 s. Listeners either had to attend to the ABA -ABA sequence throughout (and perform the delay-detection task), or they had to attend to the other ear for the first 10 s and perform a discrimination task on the noise. They then switched attention to the ABA -ABA sequence and performed the delay-detection task. In the attention-switch condition, detection of a delay of the B tone that occurred late during the sequence was much better than detection of late-occurring delays when attention was focused on the ABA -ABA sequence throughout. Indeed, performance was as good as for an early delay when attention was focused on the ABA -ABA sequence throughout, although the latter comparison could be affected by the fact that there was noise present at the early but not at the late occurrence time.
Overall, the findings of Carlyon et al. [26, 27] , Cusack et al. [24] and Thompson et al. [29] show that the build-up of segregation can be reduced either by the absence of attention or by a switch of attention, or a combination of the two.
Evidence that some stream segregation can occur in the absence of (full) attention to the auditory sequence comes from a paradigm called the 'irrelevant sound effect' [30] ; a task-irrelevant background sound can interfere with serial recall for visually presented items. The amount of interference from the unattended sound depends on its characteristics. Repetition of a single sound disrupts performance less than a sequence of sounds in which each sound, if attended, would be perceived as a discrete entity differing from the one preceding it. Jones et al. [31] and Macken et al. [32] used ABA-ABA sequences as task-irrelevant background sounds. They varied either the frequency separation between the A and B tones or their presentation rate. They found that task-irrelevant ABA-ABA sequences that are usually perceived as two streams (each of which would be heard as a sequence of identical elements) impaired serial recall less than sequences that are usually perceived as one stream (for which successive elements would be heard as different). This was taken to indicate that some primitive organization into two streams can occur when the sound sequence is outside the focus of the listener's attention.
THE ROLE OF PERIPHERAL CHANNELLING IN STREAM SEGREGATION
The cochlea contains multiple bandpass filters with overlapping passbands. These perform a running spectral analysis of sounds. At any given time, the magnitude of the output of the filters, specified as a function of the centre frequency of the filters, is called the excitation pattern [33, 34] . It has been proposed [6, 35, 36] that a large degree of overlap of the excitation patterns evoked by successive sounds tends to produce fusion while a small degree of overlap tends to produce fission.
For sequences of pure tones, the frequency separation of successive tones has a strong influence on streaming, consistent with the idea that overlap of excitation patterns plays a strong role. Rapid sequences of pure-tone-like percepts evoked by applying brief changes (in amplitude or ITD) to individual components of a complex tone are also organized into perceptual streams based on frequency proximity [37] .
It is possible that similarity in the pitch of successive tones is the critical factor; for pure tones, frequency and pitch are inextricably linked. However, the results of several early studies suggest that spectral similarity rather than similarity in pitch is the more important factor. A complex tone with fundamental frequency F0 has the same pitch as a pure tone with frequency equal to F0, but has different spectral content to the pure tone. Van Noorden [2] found that listeners always perceived two streams if a pure tone was alternated with a complex tone with F0 equal to the frequency of the pure tone, or if two complex tones with harmonics in different frequency regions but with the same F0 were alternated. He concluded that contiguity 'at the level of the cochlear hair cells' was a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for fusion to occur. Hartmann & Johnson [6] studied streaming using interleaved melodies. Several conditions were tested, using sequences in which successive sounds differed in temporal envelope, spectral composition, ITD and ear of presentation. They found that conditions for which the most peripheral 'channelling' would be expected (i.e. conditions where successive tones differed in spectrum or were presented to opposite ears) led to the best performance and concluded that 'peripheral channelling is of paramount importance' in determining streaming.
Peripheral frequency analysis is often characterized in terms of the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of the auditory filters. The average value of the ERB for young listeners with normal hearing is denoted as ERB N [34] . The value of ERB N increases with increasing centre frequency, and for centre frequencies above about 1000 Hz has a value of 12 -15% of the centre frequency. A frequency scale related to ERB N can be derived by using the value of ERB N as the unit of frequency. For example, the value of ERB N for a centre frequency of 1 kHz is about 130 Hz, so an increase in frequency from 935 to 1065 Hz represents a step of one ERB N . The scale derived in this way is called the ERB N -number scale [34] . For brevity, ERB N number is denoted by the unit 'Cam', following a suggestion of Hartmann [38] . For example, a frequency of 1000 Hz corresponds to 15.59 Cams.
The model of Beauvois & Meddis [35] , which is based on the concept of peripheral channelling, predicts that, for a rapid sequence of sinusoids, the FB should correspond to a constant difference on the Cam scale. To test this idea, Rose & Moore [39] used a tone sequence of the form ABA -ABA. Tone A was fixed in frequency at 62, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000 or 8000 Hz. Tone B started with a frequency well above that of tone A, and its frequency was swept towards that of tone A so that the frequency separation between them decreased in an exponential manner. Subjects were asked to try to hear two streams and to indicate when they heard only a single stream; this point corresponds to the FB.
The results are shown in figure 2 . The FB was roughly independent of the frequency of tone A when expressed as the difference in Cams between A and B, which is consistent with the theory of Beauvois & Meddis [35] ; the FB corresponded to a change of about 0.4 -0.5 Cams. In fact, the FB varied much less across frequency when expressed in Cams than when expressed in Barks (a unit conceptually similar to the Cam, but based on different data, [40] ) or in cents (one-hundredths of a semitone).
The influence of the overlap of excitation patterns on streaming was investigated by Bregman et al. [41] . They presented alternating band-pass-filtered noise bursts with sharp band edges. The successive bursts differed in centre frequency, but were matched in overall level and in relative bandwidth (bandwidth divided by centre frequency). Listeners were asked to
judge the ease with which the sequence could be heard as a single stream. Perceived segregation was affected only slightly by the width of the bands, even when the bandwidth was sufficiently large that there was substantial spectral overlap between successive bands. As expected, perceived segregation increased markedly with increasing difference in centre frequency of the two bands. These results indicate that although differences in the excitation patterns of successive sounds can promote stream segregation, overlap of excitation patterns does not prevent segregation.
Cusack & Roberts [42] investigated the effect of dynamic variations in the spectrum of complex tones (comprising harmonics 1 -6) created by applying different amplitude envelopes to each harmonic. Listeners judged continuously the grouping of long sequences of ABA-ABA-tones. Tones A and B always differed in F0, and had either the same or different patterns of spectral variation. Sequences with different patterns were more likely to be perceived as segregated than sequences with the same patterns when this resulted in different patterns of change in the spectral centroid over time. However, when the pattern of the spectral centroid was unaltered, segregation was not affected by whether the pattern of spectral variation was the same across the A and B tones. This finding suggests that changes in spectral centroid increase the tendency for segregation, but dynamic spectral changes in spectrum per se do not have a strong effect.
THE ROLE OF FACTORS OTHER THAN PERIPHERAL CHANNELLING
The evidence reviewed above suggests that peripheral channelling does play a strong role in streaming, but other factors also play a role. Further evidence for these other factors is reviewed below.
(a) Segregation based on temporal envelope Several studies have shown that streaming can be influenced by differences in the temporal envelopes of successive sounds. In some studies, the envelope has been manipulated by varying the bandwidth of a noise or by using both a narrowband noise and a sinusoid as stimuli. A sinusoid has a 'flat' envelope, apart from the onset and offset ramps. A noise has random envelope fluctuations, and the fluctuations increase in rate with increasing bandwidth.
Dannenbring & Bregman [43] alternated two sounds, A and B. These could be both pure tones, both narrowband noises (bandwidth ¼ 9% of the centre frequency), or a tone and a narrowband noise. The excitation pattern of a noise is very similar to that of a tone when the bandwidth is less than 1 ERB N [44] , so very little peripheral channelling would be expected for a noise alternating with a tone of the same centre frequency. Listeners were asked to rate the degree of stream segregation of the sounds. Segregation increased as the frequency separation of A and B was increased. Importantly, segregation was also greater for tone -noise combinations than for tone -tone or noise -noise combinations. Presumably this happened because the envelope of the noise was different from that of the tone, leading to a difference in sound quality (timbre). For sounds with the same centre frequency (1000 Hz) but different timbre, the degree of stream segregation was similar to that for sounds of the same timbre but with moderate frequency differences, equivalent to differences of about 1 Cam. This is larger than the FB for sequences of pure tones, which is 0.4 -0.5 Cams [39] .
Cusack & Roberts [11] studied sequential streaming using stimuli similar to those of Dannenbring & Bregman [43] . In one experiment, they used an interleaved melody task in which subjects had to detect a small change in the melody produced by a sequence of target tones in the presence of interleaved distracting tones. When the target and distracting tones fell in the same spectral region, performance was better when the target and distracting tones differed in their envelopes (tone versus noise) than when they had similar envelopes. This suggests that differences in envelope can enhance stream segregation under conditions where segregation is advantageous.
In a second experiment, Cusack & Roberts [11] used a rhythm discrimination task requiring judgements of the relative timing of successive sounds. Two sounds, X and Y, were alternated, with brief silent intervals between them. The difference in centre frequency of X and Y required to reach the threshold for detecting an irregularity in tempo of X and Y was measured; the threshold should be lower under conditions where envelope differences between X and Y contribute to obligatory segregation. They found that the threshold was about 30 per cent lower when there were differences in envelope of successive sounds (tone -noise) than when successive sounds had similar envelopes (tone -tone or noise -noise). This suggests that envelope differences contribute to obligatory stream segregation.
Grimault et al. [45] studied the perception of ABA-ABA sequences, where A and B were bursts of [39] showing the fission boundary expressed as difference in the number of Cams or Barks (diamonds and squares, respectively, referred to the left axis) or in cents (circles, referred to the right axis) between the A and B tones, and plotted as a function of the frequency of the fixed tone.
broadband noise that were 100 per cent amplitudemodulated. The modulation rate of A was fixed at 100 Hz and the modulation rate of B was varied. Listeners generally perceived the sequences as a single stream when the difference in amplitude modulation rate was less than 0.75 oct, and as two streams when the difference was greater than about 1.0 oct. These results indicate that stream segregation can be produced by large differences in envelope rate.
Iverson [46] examined the influence of timbre on auditory streaming; timbre can be affected by spectral shape, changes in spectrum over time and envelope shape [47 -49] . In his first experiment, listeners heard sequences of orchestral tones equated for pitch and loudness, and they rated how strongly the instruments segregated. Multi-dimensional scaling analyses of these ratings revealed that segregation was influenced by the envelopes of the tones, as well as by differences in spectral shape; tones with dissimilar envelopes received higher segregation ratings than tones with similar envelopes. In a second experiment, listeners heard interleaved melodies and tried to recognize the melodies played using a target timbre. The results showed better performance when successive sound differed in the rapidity of their onsets, although static spectral differences also played a role.
Singh & Bregman [50] investigated the role of harmonic content, envelope shape and F0 on streaming. Stimuli were presented in an ABA-ABA sequence. A and B were both complex tones that could differ in harmonic content (containing either the first two or first four harmonics) and in envelope shape (fast rise/ slow fall or vice versa). The F0 difference between the tones was progressively increased and listeners had to indicate when they no longer heard the gallop rhythm. The F0 difference at which fusion ceased was least when both envelope and harmonic content were different between A and B and remained small when only harmonic content differed. The F0 difference at which fusion ceased was largest when A and B had the same envelope and harmonic content, and was somewhat less when only the envelopes differed, indicating a role for the envelope in streaming.
In summary, differences in envelope between successive sounds increase the tendency to hear segregation and lead to increased segregation under conditions both where segregation is advantageous and where it is disadvantageous.
(b) Segregation based on difference in phase spectrum Roberts et al. [51] studied the effect of phase spectrum on streaming. The stimuli were harmonic complex tones with F0 ¼ 100 Hz, filtered so as to contain only high harmonics, which are not resolved, i.e. which cannot be heard as separate tones [52] . To ensure that the results would not be influenced by combination tones, whose level can be affected by the relative phases of the primary components [53, 54] , a continuous lowpass noise was presented together with the complex tones. One tone, C, had harmonics added in cosine phase, which means that at the start of the sound, all of the harmonics started at an amplitude peak. This leads to a waveform with one large peak per period (see figure 3, top trace) ; the resulting sound has a sharp 'buzzy' timbre and a clear pitch. Another tone, A, had successive harmonics added in alternating cosine and sine phase, which means that at the start of the sound, the odd harmonics (1, 3, 5 . . . ) started at an amplitude peak while the even harmonics (2, 4, 6 . . . ) started at a positive-going zero-crossing. This leads to a waveform with two major peaks per period (figure 3, middle trace); the resulting sound has a clear pitch, which is roughly one octave higher than for tone C [55, 56] , and a less 'buzzy' timbre. Finally, a tone R had harmonics added in random phase, which leads to a more noise-like quality and a less clear pitch (figure 3, bottom trace). Roberts et al. filtered the stimuli into three different frequency regions, referred to as 'low', 'medium' and 'high', although in all cases the spectral regions were sufficiently high to prevent resolution of individual harmonics.
In one experiment, Roberts et al. [51] used subjective judgements of streaming to examine the perception of sequences of the form CAC-CAC or CRC-CRC. The tones C and A were either filtered into the same frequency region (high-high or low-low) or into different frequency regions. Subjects were asked to indicate continuously whether they heard a single stream or two streams as the 30 s sequence progressed. When the tones were filtered in the same frequency region, segregation was much more prevalent for the sequences CAC-CAC and CRC-CRC than for a repeating sequence of the same tone (CCC-CCC). The difference was especially large for the CRC-CRC sequence. Even when the tones were filtered into different frequency regions, stream segregation was significantly more prevalent for the CAC-CAC and CRC-CRC sequences than for the CCC-CCC sequence. All stimuli were harmonic complex tones with F0 ¼ 100 Hz. The components were added in cosine phase (C -top), alternating phase (A -middle) or random phase (R -bottom). Waveforms are shown before filtering. In the experiment, the stimuli were filtered so as to contain only high harmonics.
In a second experiment, Roberts et al. [51] used a rhythm-discrimination task requiring judgement of the relative timing of successive sounds. When the tones were filtered into the same frequency region, performance was much poorer when successive sounds differed in phase spectrum (CACAC. . . or CRCRC. . .) than when they had the same phase spectrum (CCCCC. . .). Thus, differences in phase spectrum can produce obligatory stream segregation for sounds with identical power spectra. The effects of phase are presumably mediated by changes in the waveform or envelope of the sound produced by the phase manipulation.
(c) Segregation based on fundamental frequency Singh [57] and Bregman et al. [58] both used tone sequences where successive tones could differ either in spectral envelope, in F0, or both. They found that F0 and spectral shape can contribute independently to stream segregation. But, as both experiments used tones consisting of resolved harmonics, it is possible that the effect of F0 was mediated by changes in place of excitation of individual harmonics.
Vliegen & Oxenham [59] used sequences of complex tones consisting of high, unresolved harmonics with a variable F0 difference between successive tones, while keeping the spectral envelope the same. For these stimuli, the excitation patterns of successive tones would have been very similar. A task requiring subjective judgements of segregation showed that listeners segregated the tone sequences on the basis of F0 differences (presumably conveyed by temporal information alone), and that the pattern of judgements did not differ from that obtained with sequences of pure tones. However, using a similar task, Grimault et al. [60] found that stream segregation based on F0 differences of successive tones was stronger for complex tones containing resolved harmonics than for tones containing only unresolved harmonics. In a second experiment, Vliegen & Oxenham [59] showed that listeners could also use F0 differences to recognize a short atonal melody interleaved with random distracting tones if the melody was in an F0 range 11 semitones lower than that of the distracting tones. Thus, listeners can use large F0 differences between successive tones to achieve segregation.
Vliegen et al.
[12] used a temporal discrimination task, in which best performance would be achieved if successive tones were not heard in separate perceptual streams. An ABA -ABA sequence was used, in which tone B could be either exactly at the temporal midpoint between two successive A tones or slightly delayed. The smallest detectable temporal shift was called the 'shift threshold'. The tones A and B were of three types: (i) both pure tones, tone A having a fixed frequency of 300 Hz; (ii) both complex tones filtered with a fixed passband so as to contain only high unresolvable harmonics, where only F0 was varied between tones A and B, and the F0 for tone A was 100 Hz; and (iii) both complex tones with the same F0 (100 Hz), but where the centre frequency of the passband varied between tones. For all three conditions, shift thresholds increased with increasing interval between tones A and B, but the effect was largest for the conditions where A and B differed in spectrum (i.e. the pure-tone and the variable-centrefrequency conditions). The results suggest that spectral information is dominant in inducing obligatory segregation, but periodicity (F0) information can also play a role.
The smaller effect found when A and B differed only in F0 may have been caused by the relatively small perceptual differences produced by the differences in F0. For complex tones filtered to contain only high harmonics, thresholds for discriminating changes in F0 are much higher than when the tones contain low harmonics [61 -63] .
In summary, differences in F0 alone can be as potent as spectral differences in promoting stream segregation, when segregation is advantageous, but F0 differences are less potent than spectral differences in producing obligatory segregation, when fusion is advantageous.
(d) Segregation based on lateralization One extreme form of 'peripheral channelling' can be produced by presenting successive sounds to opposite ears. We describe this as a difference between the sounds in the 'ear of entry'. However, it is also possible to produce the percept of a sound alternating between the two ears by manipulating the ITD. For example, if sound A leads at the left ear by 500 ms, and sound B leads at the right ear by 500 ms, the sequence ABABAB is heard with the sound A towards the left ear and the sound B towards the right ear. We describe this as a difference in 'perceived location', produced without a difference in the ear of entry. If stream segregation can be produced by manipulation of ITDs, this should not be described as peripheral channelling, because lateralization depends on processing in the brainstem and higher levels of the auditory system.
Studies on the role of lateralization in stream segregation have shown that both ear of entry and perceived location (in the absence of differences in the ear of entry) affect sequential sound segregation, although ear of entry seems to be somewhat more important [64] . Hartmann & Johnson [6] found that performance in a melody recognition task with two interleaved melodies was nearly as good when the alternating tones of the two melodies were perceived in opposite ears owing to ITDs as when they were actually presented to opposite ears. In both conditions, performance was much better than when all tones were presented to one ear.
Gockel et al. [65] measured the threshold for detecting changes in F0 (called the F0DL) of a 100 ms monaural target complex tone in the presence and absence of preceding and following 'fringes', which were 200 ms harmonic complex tones. The F0 of the target differed across the intervals of a forcedchoice trial, while the F0 of the fringes was fixed. It was argued that, if the fringes are perceptually grouped with the target, then they may interfere with F0 discrimination, while if they are segregated from the target, there should be little interference. The nominal F0 was 88 or 250 Hz, and was either the same or different for the target and fringes. The target and fringes were filtered into a low-(125 -625 Hz), a mid-(1375-1875 Hz) or a high-frequency (3900-5400 Hz) region, and this frequency region was either the same or different for the target and fringes. For the low-frequency region, resolved harmonics would have been present for both nominal F0s [66] . For the mid-frequency region, resolved harmonics would have been present for the 250 Hz F0 but not for the 88 Hz F0. For the high-frequency region, no resolved harmonics would have been present for either F0.
In some cases, presentation of the fringes to the same ear as the target markedly increased F0DLs relative to those observed in the absence of any fringes. For the impairment to occur, the target and fringes had to be in the same frequency region. Also, if all harmonics of the target and fringes were unresolved, then the impairment occurred even when the target and fringes differed in F0; otherwise, the impairment occurred only when the target and fringes had the same nominal F0. The impairment was substantially reduced when the perceived location of the fringes was shifted away from that of the target tones. This was true for shifts in perceived location produced by either interaural level differences (ILDs) or ITDs.
These findings are consistent with the idea that the fringes produced interference in F0 discrimination when the listeners had difficulty in segregating the target from the fringes. Segregation was promoted by: a difference between the target and fringes in spectral region; a difference in F0 when some harmonics were resolved; and a difference in perceived location.
Another study of segregation due to ITD was conducted by Sach & Bailey [67] . They presented tone sequences defining one of two simple target rhythms, interleaved with arrhythmic masking tones. The listeners' task was to attend to and identify the target rhythm. For one condition, the ILD of the target tones was 0 dB, while for the other the ILD was 4 dB. The ITD of the target tones was always zero. For the masking tones, the ILD was 0 dB and ITDs were varied. The results showed that target rhythm identification accuracy was low when the target and the masker had the same ILD and ITD, indicating that the maskers were effective when the target and the masker shared spatial position. Differences in ITD between the target and masking tones led to better accuracy, even when there were no differences in ILD, supporting the idea that ITDs can lead to stream segregation under conditions where segregation is advantageous.
Boehnke & Phillips [68] examined whether ITDs could induce obligatory stream segregation. In one experiment, they measured the ability to detect a temporal offset of the B sounds in a repeating ABA-ABA sequence. The sequence was preceded by three A sounds to promote the build-up of stream segregation, and the same temporal offset was present in all the ABA triplets. Conditions were included where both A and B were diotic noise bursts, and where A and B were noise bursts with opposite ITDs of +500 ms. Performance did not differ significantly for the two conditions, suggesting that the ITDs did not induce obligatory segregation of the A and B noise bursts. However, it is not clear whether the preceding A tones would have been sufficient to produce a full build-up of stream segregation prior to presentation of the first ABA triplet.
Stainsby et al. [69] also investigated whether ITDs can lead to obligatory segregation, using a rhythm-discrimination task. A relatively long inducer sequence was used before introducing the irregularity in rhythm that was to be detected. This allowed the tendency for segregation to build up. Stimuli were bandpass-filtered harmonic complex tones with F0 ¼ 100 Hz. The alternating A and B tones had equal but opposite ITDs of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1 or 2 ms and had the same or different passbands. The passband ranges were 1250-2500 Hz and 1768-3536 Hz in experiment 1, and 353 -707 Hz and 500 -1000 Hz in experiment 2. In both experiments, increases in ITD led to increases in threshold, mainly when the passbands of A and B were the same. However, the effects were largest for ITDs above 0.5 ms, for which rhythmic irregularities in the timing of the tones within each ear may have disrupted performance. The effects were small for ITDs of up to 0.5 ms. Stainsby et al. concluded that differences in apparent spatial location produced by ITD have only weak effects on obligatory streaming.
Darwin & Hukin [70] showed that sequential grouping for speech can be strongly influenced by ITD. In one experiment, they simultaneously presented two sentences as illustrated in figure 4 . They varied the ITDs of the two sentences, in the range 0 to +181 ms. For example, one sentence might lead in the left ear by 45 ms, while the other sentence would lead in the right ear by 45 ms. The sentences were based on natural speech but were processed so that each was spoken on a monotone, i.e. with constant F0. The F0 difference between the two sentences was varied from 0 to 4 semitones. Subjects were instructed to attend to one particular sentence. At a certain point, the two sentences contained two different semantically plausible target words, aligned in starting time and duration. The F0s and the ITDs of the two target words were varied independently from those of the two sentences. Subjects had to indicate which of the two target words they heard in the attended sentence. They reported the target word that had the same ITD as the attended sentence much more often than the target word with the opposite ITD. In other words, the target word with the same ITD as the attended sentence was grouped with that sentence. This was true even when the target word had the same ITD as the attended sentence but a different F0. Thus, subjects grouped words across time according to their perceived location, independent of F0 differences (for differences up to four semitones).
In a second experiment, Darwin & Hukin [70] showed that listeners did not explicitly track frequency components that shared a common ITD. They manipulated the ITD of a single harmonic close in frequency to the first formant in a vowel, and showed that the manipulation had little effect on the vowel identity, either when the vowel was presented alone, or when it was presented in a 'carrier' sentence with the same ITD as the main part of the vowel. Darwin & Hukin [70] concluded that listeners who try to track a Review. Properties of stream formation B. C. J. Moore & H. E. Gockel 927 particular sound source over time direct attention to auditory objects at a particular subjective location, and not to frequency components that share a common ITD. The auditory objects themselves may be formed using cues other than ITD, for example onset and offset asynchrony [71] , harmonicity [72] and ear of entry [71] .
(e) The role of pattern regularity in stabilizing streams In most of the experiments described so far involving sequences of A and B tones, the A tones were all the same and the B tones were all the same. However, it is possible to introduce patterns into the A tones alone, for example, by adding an accent (an increase in level) to some tones or changing the frequency of some tones slightly. These patterns may be regular (e.g. an accent placed on every third A tone) or irregular. The possible influence of such patterns on streaming was explored by Bendixen et al. [4] . Listeners were asked to indicate continuously whether they perceived a sequence of tones as one stream or two. In some conditions, regular patterns were present in either the A tones or the B tones, or both. As typically occurs, the percept tended to flip between one stream and two streams, i.e. bistability occurred. However, regular patterns in either the A or the B tones, or both, prolonged the mean duration of two-stream percepts relative to the case where the patterns were irregular, whereas the duration of one-stream percepts was unaffected. The authors suggested that temporal regularities stabilize streams once they have been formed on the basis of simpler acoustic cues. These regularities occur over fairly long durations and their detection and utilization presumably depend on relatively central processes.
Regularity in the timing of the tones can also influence stream formation. Devergie et al. [14] studied the ability to identify familiar melodies in an interleavedmelody task and found that identification was better when the rhythm of the distractor tones was regular than when it was irregular.
CONCLUSIONS
When the differences between successive sounds in a rapid sequence are small, the sequence tends to be heard as a single stream. When the differences are large, two or more streams are usually perceived. For intermediate differences, the percept tends to flip often, but not in a regular manner, between fusion and segregation, a property called bistability.
Stream segregation shows a tendency to build up over time. The build-up can be partially reset by a sudden change in the sequence and/or by switches in attention. There is controversy as to whether or not the build-up of segregation requires attention to the sound sequence.
Differences in the excitation patterns evoked by the different sounds in a sequence have a strong influence on stream segregation. This is often described as 'peripheral channelling'. However, factors other than peripheral channelling can play a strong role; stream segregation can occur when successive sounds are presented to the same ear and have essentially identical excitation patterns. Furthermore, stream segregation produced by these other factors can be obligatory, i.e. it occurs even in tasks where better performance would be achieved if successive sounds could be perceived as fused. The factors other than differences in excitation patterns that can influence streaming include: differences in envelope; differences in F0; differences in phase spectrum (which can affect the waveform and hence the pitch and subjective quality of sounds); differences in lateralization produced by ITDs or ILDs; and regularities of the patterns within perceived streams. In some cases, the sequential stream segregation produced by these other factors can be as strong as that produced by differences in power spectrum (and hence excitation patterns). However, in other cases, the 'other factors' produce weaker effects. The potency of a given factor in producing stream segregation may be related to the perceptual salience of changes produced by manipulating that factor and may depend on the task used to measure segregation. For example, differences in ITD seem to be effective in producing segregation when it is advantageous (e.g. in a task involving the recognition of interleaved melodies), but differences in ITD are not very effective in producing obligatory segregation, even though their effects are subjectively salient.
